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A notion of  local- and global-memory functionals for discrete-type distributions is introduced by 
analogy with the notion of the memory for continuous-type distributions introduced in Muth's papers. In 
the class of PH-distributions (i.e., of  distributions of  the time of  Markov chain exit from a subset of  
states) the necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for the case where the exit time has an 
exponential (continuous-time) or a geometric (discrete time) distribution. A new notion of a global 
memory functional for decomposition of the state space of  a finite Markov chain is introduced. Its 
properties as a measure of  quality of decomposition and enlargement of a state space are studied. The 
asymptotic optimality is proved. 
Keywords: exit moment, model of enlargement of states, finite Markov chain, global memory 
functional. 
1. CHARACTERIZATION OF PH-DISTRIBUTIONS IN 
TERMS OF MEMORY FUNCTIONALS 
1. Memory Functionals for Discrete Distributions. It is well known that the probability characteristics of any 
random variable are determined by its distribution function or (in the absolutely continuous case) by its density function. For 
the analysis of non-negative random variables, Barlow and Proshan have applied the function of failure rates. In terms of this 
function, it is more convenient to characterize such effects as aging. The function of average remainder of lifetime is an 
integral analog of the failure function and depends on operation time. It is determined as 
o o  
r(t) - - ~  f R(x)dJc, (1) 
t 
where R(t) = P(T > t). 
Based on of this function, the American scientist Muth [7] has introduced a new characteristic of probability 
distributions - -  the memory. The term "memory" appeared due to the fact that the absence of aftereffect is characteristic of 
exponential distribution, i.e., this distribution has zero memory. Therefore, the memory characteristic determines in some 
sense the degree of presence of an aftereffect. Muth has constructed the functionals of local and global memory for 
continuous distributions 
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o o  
dr(t) o _ 2 f r(x)R(x)d.r, m L = - ~ ,  m G = -  
dt o 
or ET 2 
m G =2 (2) 
(ET)2 ' 
He also has classified them by the values of m, according to the following four types: 
1) if m = 1, then the distribution has a perfect memory; 
2) if m =0, then the distribution has a zero memory; 
3) if me  (--~,0), then the distribution has a negative memory; 
4) if me  (0,1), then the distribution has a positive memory. 
Let us construct functionals of local and global memory for discrete distributions. We will consider a random variable 
T, which takes on values from the set {1,2 . . . .  }. Let Pk = P(T = k). By analogy with (1), let us define the function of average 
remainder of fife: 
P(T > l) 
/_>k (3) 
r ( t )=  , k = 0 , 1  . . . .  
P ( T >  k) 
Note that r(0) =/x = ET since 
i-I 
r(O)= E E Pi = E E Pi = E iPi =lit" 
l>O i>l i>O l>O i>O 
(4) 
Let us define local memory at a point. 
Definition 1. By the local memory of a random variable T assuming values {1,2 . . . .  }, we will mean the quantity 
mL(k)  = r ( k ) - r ( k  + 1), k >0. 
Let us define the functional of global memory for the discrete quantity T. The general form of the global memory 
functional for T is determined as 
m G = ~_, mL (k)w(k), (5) 
k>O 
where w(k) is some weight function. Let us transform expression (5) designating F ( k ) = p - r ( k )  
E ( r ( k ) -  r(k + 1) )w(k )= -  E F(k)w(k + 1)+ E F(k)w(k) 
k > O  k > O  k > l  
= ~ F(k)(w(k) - w(k + 1)) - F(O)w(1).  (6) 
k _ l  
We will select the weight function w(k) so that the geometrical distribution has zero global memory, i.e., the property 
of absence of aftereffect in the discrete analog of an exponential distribution is fulfilled. This condition is satisfied by the 
function 
w(k) = - ~ -  ~ P ( T >  j). 
Since F(0)=0,  and /x j>k 
2 
w(k) - w(k + 1) = - -5  P(T  > k), 
/x- 
we will rewrite (6) in the form 
k > O  /A ~ k > O  ~ t "  k > O  l > k  
(7) 
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The first term on the right-hand side of (7) is equal to two according to (4). For the second term, we will obtain 
i-I 
E E Epi--E E Epi 
k_>O l>_k k_>O l>_k i>_/+1 k_>O i>k+l l=k 
_ i2  i-1 ~, i ( i  + 1) ET" 
- Pi  - Pi  k = l -  P i  = 
i>_a k---o 9 2 2 
Finally, we will obtain the following definition for global memory. 
Definit ion 2. By the global memory of a random variable T assuming values from the set {1,2 . . . .  }, we will mean 
m G = 2 -  
ET "~  + E T  (8) 
(ET) 2 
Checking the latter expression for the geometric distribution Pi = P ( T  = i) = p q i - 1  for all i > 1, p s  (0, 1), we will 
obtain that the global memory is equal to zero. 
It should be pointed out that if the distribution is geometric or exponential, then the global memory is zero, but the 
converse is generally incorrect. 
2. Charac te r i za t ion  of PH-Dis t r ibu t ions  in Te rms  of Global  M e m o r y  Funct ionals .  Since global memory 
functionals characterize distributions in terms of the first two moments,  i.e., it is a numerical and a rather simply calculated 
characteristic, of interest is a search for classes of distribution characterized in terms of this functional. An answer to this 
problem is obtained to some extent for so-called PH-distributions (distributions characterizing the time of stay of a 
Markovian process in a subset of states). 
Let us consider a Markov chain with the discrete time ~m, m > 0, with the finite set of states X, dimX = n, and with 
the initial distribution vector P = ( P m ) m = l - ~ n  and the matrix of transition probabilities P = l [ P i ,  j l ] i , j=l ,n"  
Let r i be the time of stay of the chain ~m in the subset I c X, dim I = d < n, up to the moment  of the first exit 
provided that the initial state is  I. We will write the system of stochastic relations for r i 
v i =1 + Z I j  vj ,  
X ! 
j ~ I  
where 
{0 i ~ = l , j  k,  , j : X k .  
Passing in the latter equality to the mathematical expectation and to the second moment, we will obtain the relations 
m i = 1 + 2_, P6 m j ,  
j ~ I  
= 1 + 2  __~ P i j m j  + ~_, di p i j d  j ,  
j ~ I  j ~ I  
where m i = E r i ,  d i = E r  2. 
Let us introduce a substochastic matrix on the subset I 
(9) 
(10) 
P-Ilpi, jlli, j~z. 
The following theorem characterizes PH-distributions in terms of global memory functional. 
T H E O R E M  1. Let I be a nonreducible and nonclosed subset. For the distribution of the time of stay v i in the subset I 
not to depend on the initial distribution and be geometrical, it is necessary and sufficient that for any i s  I: m G ( r i )  =0,  i.e., 
Er  2 + Eri  - 2 ( E r i )  2 =0.  (11) 
Proof.  The necessity is obvious. 
Sufficiency. Let conditions (11) be satisfied for any i s  I, where I is a nonclosed and nonreducible subset on which a 
substochastic matrix P is defined9 Then such matrix is nonreducible and there is a matrix ( I -  ~ ) - t .  
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Let us introduce the following notation: 
m 1 d 1 
m2 d2 
~ = ,  , d = ,  
m k  d k  
and let us write Eqs. (9), (10) in the vector form 
1 
1-- 
~ = l + P m ,  
rl 0 
0 1 
0 0 ... 1 
(12) 
d = (I - P) -1 (1 + 2 P ( I  - .b) -1 1). 
Let us determine the diagonal matrix A 
( m  1 0 . . .  0 
0 m 2 . . .  0 
9 ~ 
9 ~ ~ 
0 0 . . .  m k 
and let us write in terms of A ~  the column vector A ~  = ( ( E r i ) 2  
with allowance for (12), (13) will have the form 
(I + (I - ~ ) - 1 / ~  _ A ) ( I  - / ~ ) - 1  1 --0. 
After its multiplication by the matrix I -  P, we will obtain 
( I  + P A  - a ) ( I  - f i ) - I  1 =0. 
Let us prove that if the matrix P is nonreducible, then from Eqs. (12), (14) it follows that 
~ = ( I -  P ) - I  1 = c l ,  
where c = const > 0. If it is so, then 
c ( I  - P ) I  =1, 
whence ~ -=c  -1 1, where qi = ~_, P(i' i.e., for all i~ I 
j~ I  
_~Pij = cOnst. 
j~ l  
Thus, the time of stay r i is geometrically distributed. 
Cl 
C2 
Denote by ( I - p ) - l l  =~,  where b =  " 
(13) 
, i~ I). Then as a result of  transformations, Eq. (11) 
(14) 
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We will write the system of equations for the quantities c i. From Eq. (14) it follows that 
,.,., 
C - ( I  - P ) A C  =0, 
i . e . ~  
Ci --cimi + E Pijmjcj  = 0 .  (15) 
j ~ I  
Denote D =  I - P  and mic i = m i  for i~ I. Let hT be a column vector with the elements h~ i , i~ I. Then systems (11), 
(15) will have the form 




[~ = D  -1 1, 
D-I =(1 _ ~)-I =llai, jlli, j~:" 
(16) 
D - 1 1 =  [ I. 
j~l 
It follows from system (16) that 
or  
Let us determine the matrix G: 
C i = 
I 
mi = E ~ij  , 
j ~ I  
'K" 
mic  i = 2__, ~ i j c j  
j ~ I  
E aijCj 
j~I 
~ ,  i ~ I .  





Then we can rewrite system (17) as follows: 
=G~. (18) 
Let us study the properties of the matrix G. First let us note that the matrix D -1 has positive elements. Indeed, fi is a 
substochastic matrix and the absolute value of all its eigenvalues is strictly less than unity. Then according to [3, p. 367], all 
elements of the matrix (I - f i ) - I  are positive. Let us prove that if the matrix fi is nonreducible, then G is also nonreducible. 
To do this, it will suffice to prove irreducibility of (I - ~) -1 .  Let P be nonreducible and (I - .~)-I be reducible, i.e., without 
loss of generality it has the form 
Then according to [3, p. 61], 
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.1 0) 
- A21CA11 A21 ' 
whence 
/ , . 1  0 / 
P =  _ A21CA11 I - A 2 1  9 1"3 
Thus, P is reducible and this contradicts the condition of the theorem, where/~ is nonreducible. Therefore, (I - ff)-I  
is nonreducible, and because of this G is also nonreducible. Since all the elements of G are positive and ~ c~ij > 0, by the 
construction, G is a nonreducible stochastic matrix. Therefore, according to [3], it has a unique eigenvalue equal to unity, to 
which eigenvector I corresponds. In other words, the equation G 2 = 2 has a unique solution to within a constant. It follows 
herefrom that the vectors 6 have the form 6 = c l  in system (18). This is what we had to prove. 
Let us consider a regular Markovian process with the continuous time ~(t), t > 0, in the phase space X, dimX = n, 
which is given 
1) by the matrix of transition probabilities of the embedded Markov chain 
P =il pijlli, j=t.,,  - IlAij 27111i, j=lTg,," 
2) by the vector { O i , i = l , n  } of times of stay in the states having exponential distribution: 
P{O i < x }  = 1  - e  -~' :  i = 1  n 9 
3) by the vector of the initial distribution 
,~ = { p ; ( O ) ,  i = 1, n}. 
Let I c X; d i m / =  d < n; r i be the time of stay of ~(t) in the subset I up to the moment of the first exit provided that 
the initial state i~ I. Denote by ~k, k > 0, the embedded Markov chain for ~(t). Then the values of r i satisfy the system of 
stochastic relations 
vi =Oi + Z I i j r j ,  (19) 
j ~ i  
where I ij is the indicator of passage from i to j for the embedded chain ~k- at the first step provided that ~0 = i~ I. 
Passing in (19) to the mathematical expectation and to the second moment, we will obtain the following systems of 
equations: 
1 
mi = Z  + Z Pijmj  ' 
j ~ I  
- + 9  + Z  ~,2 - Z P i j m j - ~ j  __ Pijd j ,  d i =  
j ~ l  j ~ l  
where m i = E r i ,  d i =Er~ .  Denoting by P = ( P q ) i , j ~ I  a subst.ochastic matrix, which is defined on the subset I, and 
introducing the quantities 
2 =  A . . .  
: ,"!~l 0 . . .  0 
0 1" . 0 
~ ~ d r  2 9 . 
0 0 1/" ....... ",;t k 
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we will obtain the vector equations 
n5 = 2 + P m, (20) 
d =2A2 + 2 A P ~  + P d .  (21) 
Then the following theorem will be true. 
T H E O R E M  2. Let the substochastic matrix P be defined on the subset I, which is nonclosed and nonreducible (i.e., it 
does not contain closed subsets). Then for the distribution of the time of stay r i in the subset I not to depend on the initial 
state and be exponentially distributed, it is necessary and sufficient that for any i ~ I :  m G ( r i ) = O ,  i.e., 
Er  2 - 2(Eri) 2 = 0. (22) 
Proof. The structure of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. Having transformed (22) according to Eqs. 
(20), (21), we obtain the vector representation of condition (22) 
(A - ( I  - P ) A ) ( I  - p ) - I  ~ =0, (23) 
where 
A . _ .  
m 1 0 . . .  0 
0 m 2 . . .  0 
9 o 
0 0 . . .  m k 
Further, by analogy with the proof of Theorem 1, we come to the conclusion that if P is nonreducible, then from Eqs. 
(20), (23) it follows that 
where c =cons t>  O. If this is so, then 
where qi  = Z Pij, i.e., for all i~ I 
j ~ I  
~ = ( I  _ ? ) - 1 A = c l ,  
2 c ( I  - ?)  1 = ~., ~- = c  -1 ~., 
1 
~./j = const = - .  
j~ I  c 
Therefore, the time of stay r i in the subset will be exponential with the parameter c -1 , since the intensities of exit 
-1 v! from the subset for each state will be identical and equal to c . 
2. GLOBAL M E M O R Y  F U N C T I O N A L  FOR PARTITION AND E N L A R G E M E N T  
OF A PHASE SPACE OF M A R K O V I A N  PROCESSES 
1. Global M e m o r y  Functional for Partition. The results of Theorems 1 and 2 are the theoretical foundation for a 
new approach to the problems of the analysis of partition and enlargement of states of Markovian processes. Let us construct 
a global memory functional for partition of phase space of the Markovian process. 
Denote by F the set of all partitions ), dividing a finite set of states of phase space of a Markovian process 
X, dim X = n into non-intersecting subsets and whose join composes the whole set X, i.e., ), = {I a , 1 _< c~ _< ny }, where 
1 < ny < n. Let r a be the time of stay of a Markovian process in the subset I a provided that the initial state i~ I a .  
Definition 3. By the global memory functional for the partition ?' we mean the expression 
IL, 
f ( y ) =  2 m a x l m a ( r a ) l  9 
ct=l i~Ia 
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The functional constructed can be considered a measure of the partition quality, namely: the less the value of the 
functional in the partition, the better is this partition from the point of view of enlargement of the process. A desired optimal 
partition can be obtained by minimizing this functional. 
Definition 4. The partition y0 is optimal, if y0 = arg min F (7). 
y 
Let us study the properties of the functional F. We will consider some partition 7 = {I a , 1 < cr < ny} such that each 
subset I a ~ y is nonclosed, there is some subset I t  e y which is reducible, and the remaining subsets I a are nonreducible. 
The subset I t  is reducible in the sense that I t  = U t y  i t , ,  where I t ,  are noninterconnected subsets. Then the lemma on 
refinement will be true. 
L E M M A  1 (On refinement). Let the following conditions be fulfilled: 
1) in the partition y = {Ia, 1 _< cr < ny }, any subset of the set of states Ia  is nonclosed and there is a subset I t  reducible 
in the above-mentioned sense. The remaining I a , a :1: t ,  are nonreducible; 
2) F(V) =0. 
Then the partition y can be refined to the partition 7' so that F(7" )=0 .  
The partition 7' is constructed in such a manner that the reducible subset I t  is sprit into nonreducible subsets {I/3'} so 
that I t  =U/~ , i f f ,  and the remaining subsets do not vary. 
Remark  1. Note that the lemma will also be true if states exist in the subset I t ,  which are inessential with respect to 
the remaining states from I t .  
Proof, If F(y)  =0, then by the construction of F,  mG(r  a)  = 0  on each subset I a from the partition 7. Without loss of 
generality, let us consider the reducible subset 1t3, which can be reduced to nonreducible noninterconnecting subsets 
1/3,, l y , ,  where 9 = 1/3' U i/3,,. Then the probabilities or intensifies of exit from I y and I/3,, will be identical constants. 
Therefore m G ( r ~ )  =0  , m G (r//3'') =0. 
Then if we designate the partition 7' = ( I t , ,  I ty , ,  Ia~ . . . . .  1% ) by y', then it is obvious that F ( y ' )  =0. FI 
Let us formulate the sufficient conditions of enlargement in terms of global memory functionals for a partition. Note 
that if the distributions of times of stay in partition subsets do not depend on the initial states and are geometrically or 
exponentially distributed, then it is obvious that F(V)=0.  
L E M M A  2. Let on some partition y such that the subset I a e y is nonclosed and nonreducible, the condition F (y) = 0 
be satisfied. Then either the quantifies ~ Pij (in the case of discrete time) or the quantities ~ 26 (in the case of 
j~Ia j ~ Ia 
continuous time) do not depend on the initial state i~ I a e y, i.e., the values of r a have either geometrical or exponential 
distribution. 
Proof. If all the nonclosed subsets I a are nonreducible, then it follows from the construction of F and sufficient conditions 
of Theorems 1, 2 that the distribution of r a does not depend on the initial state and is geometrical or exponential. ISI 
It should be noted, that the Kemeni-Snell enlargement conditions are stronger as compared with enlargement 
conditions in terms of global memory functional for a partition. 
L E M M A  3. If the Markovian process satisfies on the partition y the Kemeni-Snell enlargement conditions, then 
F(y)  =0. 
2. Asymptotic Propert ies  of the Global Memory  Funct ional  for a Part i t ion.  Let us consider a perturbed 
Markovian process ~e (t), t > 0, depending on a small parameter e and satisfying the asymptotic enlargement conditions, i.e., 
the matrix of transition probabilities of the embedded Markovian chain can be presented as Pe = Po + ePl, where P0 is a 
block diagonal matrix, and P1 is the perturbation matrix. According to [ 1, 5, 6], a partition of phase space X such that 
X =  u I a ,  I a ~ I ~  = 0 ,  craft ,  (24) 
ct. 
corresponds to such representation of the matrix Pc" Here, for the matrix P0,  we have po(i ,  j ) = 0 ,  i~ I a , j ~  1t3, and 
the classes I a for a nonperturbed Markov process are essential. 
Denote by Y0 a partition satisfying the conditions of asymptotic enlargement (24). Let r e be the time of stay ~e (t) of I, a 
such partition in the subset I a up to the moment of the first exit provided that ~ e ( 0 ) = i ~  I a. 
The following theorem describes the asymptotic properties of a global memory functional up to the moment of exit 
from one class of such partition Yo- 
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T H E O R E M  3. If for the perturbed process ~ e (t) there exists a partition satisfying asymptotic integrability conditions, 
then m G ( v e. i, a)  = O(e) ~ 0 for e -+ 0 on each class of such partition and the time of stay in each class has (with the respective 
normalization) an asymptotically exponential distribution. 
- "  6 
Proof.  Let us consider one class I a ~ 70  with the matrix of transition probabilities Pe =[I mjll,.j~z~. Since Pe --> ~'o 
for e--> 0, where P0 is a stochastic and nonreducible matrix, according to [2], the representation 
(I  - fie ) -1  = ~1 YI + C e 
holds, where YI is a matrix with identical rows of the form (~l  . . . . .  s~ k ); s are stationary probabilities for the matrix 
P0, and 
j ~ I a  
f l j = l i m  e -1 ~ P e ( j , k ) ,  j e I  a ,  
e ---) 0 kq~i a 
and the elements of the matrix C e =[[C[j][i, j a i ~  have finite limits for e----)0. 
Let ~e (0) = ie  Ia .  Then according to (20), (21), 
t,a)=2 l -  V,~__~ Ygj ~jl 7..~.E yg/./].k I + E C~j ~ k  1 
j k k 
-2 
ill,  I1 j k k - -  j j 
/],_1 the stationary mathematical expectation for the process in the subset I a.  Then it follows Denote by T = g j J 
j~Ia 
from the latter formula that 
- -E j j Ec j ,, a ) = 2 e fl 2 T ~ C ij ~. j ' + eft Z c ij ,~-~1 e2-1 
j j j k 
-2 
From here, mG ( ~" .e ~,a ) = 0(e)---> 0 for e ~ 0. 121 
It follows immediately from the theorem that the global .memory functional for a partition on a partition satisfying the 
asymptotic enlargement conditions also tends to zero. 
Denote by F e a global memory functional for partition of the perturbed process ~e (t). Then the following theorem, 
being a constructive algorithm for construction of an optimal partition, will be true. 
T H E O R E M  4. If there is a unique partition ?,0 such that lim lim F e ( 7 0 ) = 0 ,  and on any 7 g: 70: lim F e ( 7 ) >  O, 
e ~ O  e ~ O  
then there exists such e o that for any e < e o we have ), e = ?'0, where ),e = arg min F e (fl) and 7 o = arg min lim F e (fl). 
fie F fief e~0  
Proof.  Since the set F is finite and for any ), ~: 70 lim F e (7) > 0  and lim Fe (70 )  =0, then there is a d > 0 ,  such that, 
e--~O e ~ O  
for ?' ~: 70,  beginning from some e 0 for any e < e o, F e (g) > d, which obviously proves our statement since F e ( 7 0 )  --~ O. vI 
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The obtained properties of a global memory functional for a partition allows us to consider it as a measure of partition 
quality, which is a new approach to the problems of construction of a partition optimal with respect to quality of partition of 
phase space enlargement. 
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